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Introduction

NuRAN Wireless Inc. (CSE: NUR) (OTC: NRRWF) (FSE: 1RN) is a
vertically integrated Québec Based company. Focused on supplying 2G/3G
mobile and broadband wireless solutions to operators supplying rural
communities, offshore platforms, and emerging markets. In addition,
NuRAN Wireless has patents pending at the USPTO for 5G technology.

NuRAN Wireless management and insiders hold approximately 60% of the
current tradable float. Furthermore, as illustrated in the fully diluted snapshot
above, management holds 36% of the fully diluted share count.
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The Technology & Products
GSM Base Station – LiteCell 1.5
The GSM Base Station – LiteCell 1.5 from
NuRAN Wireless is a hand-held towermounted base station. It is portable,
durable, and easy to install as it does not
require any machinery. The LiteCell 1.5 is
the company’s fourth generation GSM
(Global System for Mobile communication)
base station. It provides a cost-effective
solution for delivering highly reliable connectivity in developing countries
and emerging markets. The LiteCell 1.5 is the most affordable way to bring
communications to rural areas, roadside coverage, remote sites, and private
networks. LiteCell Products from NuRAN have already been installed in
more than a thousand locations around the world, providing the operator
the ability to extend their network to subscribers with minimal
infrastructure. The LiteCell 1.5 units benefit the operators as it dramatically
reduces the capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operating expenses (OPEX).
OC – 2G
The OC-2G is a carrier-grade GSM base
station that was designed by the team at
NuRAN Wireless and was contributed to
the Telecom Infra Project’s (TIP)
OpenCellular program. OC-2G provides
the lowest cost of ownership, and is the
only solution that provides connectivity to
demographics of less than 1,000
profitably. It can be utilized in rural coverage/low density
villages/remotes sites/private networks/developing and emerging
markets. OC-2G provides the operator with an integrative radio access
network. It delivers high level functionalities such as network-in-a-box,
and Facebook-driven Community Cellular Manager.
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Notable Pipeline Projects/Opportunities

In 2016, NuRAN Wireless announced that the company is working in
collaboration with Facebook and the Telecom Infra Project (TIP). NuRAN
will be an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and distributor for
OpenCellular products. In collaboration with Facebook and Telecom Infra
Project, NuRAN Wireless will bring its strong technical expertise and the
company’s deep understanding of low-cost and efficient delivery of mobile
connectivity. The implementation of the project along with current
initiatives actively demonstrate the dedication of NuRANs mission
statement, quoted as “Reaching Everyone, Everywhere”.
What is the Telecom Infra Project?
Formed by Facebook in 2016, the Telecom
Infra Project is a large organization whose goal
is to increase the global footprint in
communications, to bring more connectivity to
those in remote areas, and to increase
communications to emerging markets. With
the creation of TIP, Facebook has partnered
with over 300 companies to deliver optical broadband networks and
wireless solutions to those in need. These companies include; NuRAN
Wireless Inc., Nokia, T-Mobile, Bell Canada, SK Telecom Hewlett
Packard and more. In collaboration with other companies, NuRAN
Wireless is currently working on a project called OpenCellular – Wireless
Access Platform Design. A platform designed to increase cellular
communications in rural areas where cellular connectivity is extremely
limited. During the summer of 2018, NuRAN Wireless announced that
they are conducting trials with Tier-1 mobile network operators (MNOs)
for the TIP Open Cellular wireless access platform. NuRAN has entered
into multiple agreements with Tier-1 mobile network operators to
conduct trials and will be preparing for further field testing. Maxime
Dumas, Vice-President of Corporate Development & Strategy provided
this statement “OpenCellular deployment plans are getting
tangible as operators are affirming their interest in using
such innovative solutions, even more so now that they can
now witness the equipment operating on their live network.
NuRAN will continue its involvement
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Notable Pipeline Projects/Opportunities

With OpenCellular through the qualification process with
operators and maintain its positioning at the forefront of
Connecting the Next Billion”.
Delivering more connectivity to the African continent
In June, NuRAN Wireless achieved a major milestone when it signed an
agreement with Africa Mobile Networks (AMN), a wholesale mobile
operator to supply it with the company’s 2G radio access network (RAN).
This agreement allows NuRAN Wireless to expand its operations as they
will supply Africa Mobile Networks with the company’s OC-2G RAN
product to 3,000 sites in an initial 5 countries and the potential of
expanding its supply to an additional 13 countries. This would give the
company the opportunity to increase communications potential for the
population of 18 countries in Africa. The OC-2G radio access network
product that will be deployed in 3,000 sites, is a low-cost carrier-grade
GSM base station able to provide connectivity to rural areas with
populations lower than a 1,000 people in a profitable manner. Along with
this major milestone, NuRAN Wireless anticipates that it will be
announcing further agreements in emerging markets this year. Investors
should pay attention to these details as we believe that these potential
agreements will act as important catalysts in creating shareholder value
and will surely increase the Company’s overall growth.
5G Canadian Patent
In early April, NuRAN Wireless achieved a very important milestone when
it announced that they were granted a Canadian patent for their proprietary
5G Massive MIMO technology. This is a significant achievement for the
company as it continues to secure its position as a global leader in low-cost,
low power solutions in the wireless communications space. The company
also announced that a US patent has already been filed for the 5G Massive
MIMO technology. These are developments investors should pay attention
to as being granted additional patents in various countries will definitely
prove to be a significant value driver for NuRAN and further progress their
corporate objective of “Reaching Everyone, Everywhere”.
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Notable Pipeline Projects/Opportunities

Partnering with Avanti Communications
Interesting developments have transpired over the
summer when NuRAN Wireless announced that it has
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with satellite operator Avanti Communications of
London, England. Avanti Communications (LSE:
AVN) is a large satellite operator that invests and
distributes its satellite technology through their
partnerships in over 118 countries. This MOU with Avanti is a strategic
partnership for NuRAN as the two companies will work together on a pilot
project with an undisclosed East African Operator. The pilot project will
give the companies the opportunity to market and distribute a combination
of 2G radio access network products and Avanti’s Ka-Band backhaul
solution. As the project starts, the partners will have the capability to
expand the deployment of their products to various sites across the region.
This partnership will commence this year and is projected to be complete in
the first half of 2019. To date, Avanti Communications has invested $1.2
billion in networks that combine satellites, data centers, Gateway Earth
Stations and an international fiber ring. Their solutions have helped
connect 1.7 billion people around the world already. The partnership with
NuRAN may help connect the next billion.
NuRAN Wireless Granted Frost & Sullivan Leadership Award
In April 2018, NuRAN Wireless was selected by Frost & Sullivan for the
2018 Sub-Saharan African Tower Infrastructure Enabling Technology
Leadership Award. The Frost & Sullivan Best Practices Awards
acknowledges companies who demonstrate excellent technological
innovation, leadership, and strategic product development. Frost &
Sullivan aims to help propel innovation and excellence in the global
economy by endorsing best-in-class companies, products and individuals.
Mr. Bédard, Chief Executive Officer of NuRAN Wireless was quoted saying
“The Frost & Sullivan Award confirms that NuRAN is recognized
internationally for its technological leadership in mobile wireless, and more
specifically for connecting the unserved and underserved in a sustainable
manner.”
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Market Opportunity

According to a report by Grand View Research, Inc., global wireless
infrastructure market is anticipated to value USD 116.75 billion by 2025.
Growing requirement for high-speed data transmission and connectivity is
anticipated to propel demand for wireless infrastructure. Regions such as
South America, Africa, Asia Pacific, and Middle East, are expected to
contribute well to market growth attributed to digitization and increasing
use of internet.
Mobile Network Operators are striving to connect the unconnected with
plans to expand coverage to reach upwards of 90% of the population.
Investing heavily in mobile broadband infrastructure to provide solutions
to expand networks in remote areas and making services affordable to the
people at the bottom of the socioeconomic pyramid. Overall investment by
operators in Latin America will total $70 billion by 2020.
NuRAN recently announced its plans to operate a particular business
model which it calls the Mobile Network Enabler (MNE). The MNE model
enables new operators the ability to deploy the NuRAN solutions with zeroCAPEX, pay-as-you-go network infrastructure. MNE is a business model
pioneered by NuRAN, where NuRAN does not sell equipment, but rather
installs, operates and maintains the infrastructure itself. NuRAN provides
this all "as a service" to the Mobile Network Operator (MNO). The MNE
model significantly lowers the barrier to entry for new mobile operators by
eliminating capital expenditure and fixed operational expenditure and
allows existing operators to deploy with minimal risk. The value added for
customers is that they get to lean on the NuRAN niche expertise while
extending their services. In turn, NuRAN retains complete control of their
units and systems from end to end while retaining a recurring revenue
stream which generates much higher ROI than simply selling the
equipment.
The internet is already a $1.05 Trillion industry, there is a growing
opportunity in developing countries for internet operators. According to
multiple reports half of the world’s population does not have access to the
internet. That means that there is well over 3 billion people in the world,
mostly in low- and middle-income countries that do not have access to the
life changing social and economic benefits connectivity provides. The
infrastructure required to connect the people in these populations is
extremely expensive, most often costing billions of dollars once adding up
the cost of land, electricity required and equipment cost.
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Market Opportunity
Facebook has been focused on expanding and improving connectivity
through a number of initiatives, partnerships, and technologies that can
help bring the cost of connectivity down to reach the unconnected.
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg described internet access
as a basic human right.
Facebook once again commissioned the Economist Intelligence Unit
(EIU) for a second straight year, to create a comprehensive Inclusive
Internet Index. The 2018 index covered 91% of the world’s population and
an expanded data set of 86 countries.
The 2018 index discovered that emerging markets, especially in Africa,
experienced the fastest and greatest progress over the last year. While
connectivity worldwide grew 8.3%, there was a 65.1% increase in lowincome countries.
Africa is home for 1.25
billion people making it to
second largest continent
after Asia, in size and in
population. At the end of
2017, Africa was clearly
the largest single area
behind the digital divide
as only 36.1% of Africa
was accessing the internet.
In a typical Sub-Saharan
African country 20% of
the population is spread
throughout 70% of the
country. Confined in rural villages, often surrounded by mountains and
difficult terrain.
Africa is not the only emerging market NuRAN Wireless is working to
connect. Latin America is another key region that is still relatively
underpenetrated. That being said in relation to internet penetration by
population, Sub-Saharan Africa will see the largest increase over the next
few years, followed closely by Latin America. Due to investment to build
new infrastructure allowing network coverage to be developed in rural
locations.
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Market Opportunity

NuRANs innovative technology delivers the full the package to connect
rural areas, including the tower, solar panel for the electricity and the
network. NuRAN is the world’s most affordable, lowest power consumption
and easiest to deploy mobile and broadband wireless infrastructure
solution. Ideal to supply and support a disruptive open-source and costeffective wireless access platform that is specifically designed to improve
Internet and mobile connectivity in these remote areas.
At the end of 2017, more than 4 billion people still remain offline and 1
billion of these are not covered by mobile broadband networks at all.
Multiple sources state that the amount of people that are being connected
annually is between 200 – 300 million. An up to date Mobile Connectivity
Index can be found at https://www.mobileconnectivityindex.com/
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Catalysts
The first is from the USPTO in the United States to grant NuRAN their
patent for the Company’s 5G Massive MIMO technology. This patent once
granted will provide NuRAN Wireless the opportunity to expand its growth
in the United States with protected and patented 5G technology, which is
only beginning to be implemented in developed nations.
Furthermore, investors
should be on the lookout for
NuRANs expansion of
operations into new countries
and emerging markets.
NuRAN has multiple
partnerships which
subsequently could see their
footprint increase in 13 more
African countries alongside
further expansion in Latin
America.
NuRAN has a planned rollout
to provide mobile connectivity
to over 29.5 million people with
10,000 sites located in 24
countries. With an average cost
of $3,500 per unit, NuRANs
goal of 10,000 in 2020 would
equate to $35,000,000.
NuRANs first planned project is
for more than 200 sites in
Rural Latin America and the model is to be replicated on a larger basis,
namely in Africa and other countries in Latin America. Considering every
new country would provide the company with significant growth, each one
should be recognized as a valuable
catalyst that investors need to watch for.
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Conclusion
After our in-depth view of the company’s operations and recent
milestones, we expect that NuRANs growth will increase significantly as
they continue to execute and expand their footprint in Africa, Canada,
Asia and Latin America. These developments will lead NuRAN to
increase their sales from mobile network operators across globe.
Already 2018 has been quite the year for NuRAN Wireless, effectively
advancing various aspects of their business and achieving numerous
accomplishments. We recognize NuRANs potential and believe their
multiple projects will continue to progress, adding strength to the
companies already strong business model, consequently translating to an
increase in shareholder value.
Noteworthy, NuRAN Wireless being a unique and promising technology
company with roots in the province of Québec. The Québec Government
often supports businesses through grants, subsidies, even at times
participates in financings as a means to help stimulate business activities
and growth within the province. We have seen this with other
companies we have profiled before. NuRAN combines brilliant
technology, attractive growth potential, multiple partnerships, all while
embracing an admirable and important social cause. Validating NuRAN
as a deserving candidate for support from Québec or the Federal
Government of Canada.
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Management
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Martin Bédard – President & Director
Mr. Bédard serves as President & Director of NuRAN Wireless Inc. and has
over 15 years in business and management. Mr. Bédard is an attorney and
received his LLB (Bachelor of Law) from the Université de Sherbrooke and
is also a member of the Québec Bar Association.

Maxime Dumas – Vice
President, Strategy and
Corporate Development
Mr. Dumas serves as the
company’s Vice President
for Strategy and Corporate
Development and is also a
founding member of
NuRAN Wireless Inc. Mr.
Dumas plays a pivotal role
in creating key partnerships
and was responsible in
building the growing
relationship with Facebook
which placed NuRAN as the
leader for the Telecom Infra
Project. Mr. Dumas holds a
B. Sc., in Computer
Engineering from the
Université Laval and a M.
Sc., in Electrical
Engineering also from the
Université Laval. Mr.
Dumas is also responsible
for building the company as
a leading supplier for
mobile and broadband
wireless solutions and
establishes growth through
defined strategies.

Thierry Cases – Vice
President, Operations
and Research &
Development
Mr. Cases received a B.Sc.
in Electrical Engineering
from the Université Laval
and is currently furthering
his academia at the
Université Laval as Mr.
Cases is in the process of
obtaining a MBA at the
University of Laval.
Mr.Cases is the Vice
President of Operations for
NuRAN Wireless and has
been with the company
since 2001 under Nutaq
and has held several
positions including Product
Division Director, Technical
Support Manager, Software
Product and Project
Manager. Mr. Cases is
responsible for overseeing
purchasing, customer
service, operations and
product functions for
NuRAN Wireless and is
strategic link between the
Operations/R&D and
Accounting/ Finance
departments.

Francis Létourneau –
Vice President, Sales
and Marketing
Mr. Létourneau has been
with NuRAN Wireless since
2003 through the
company’s amalgamation of
Nutaq and remains
responsible in
implementing the
company’s wireless product
strategy, marketing
functions, sales and
positioning the company as
an industry leader for
Software Design Radio
(SDR) in the wireless
sector. Mr. Létourneau
received his B.A in Business
Administration from the
University of Laval and a
Baccalaureate in Business
Administration from the
Université du Québec à
Rimouski.
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Disclaimer
Equity Insight is a group of individual investors/traders completing detailed Due Diligence reviews. Follow @EquityInsightCA for
further DD doc. Equity Insight is a paid client of Client of Nuran Wireless.
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